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Repetition breaking with routine? Second year 
Furniture Associate Pantea Roostea has cracked 
the code.

Patterns, shapes and bold puzzles adorn the 
ears, necks, and bodies of every passer-by. It’s in 
the visual merchandising of shop fronts, on your 
cushions and quilt covers. Before you knew it, 
those brazen pointy squares and triangles had even 
made their way onto your brunch plate – knolling 
their own curated selfie into your Instagram. 
#geometric. 

It’s all very NOW. But Pantea Roostaee is here to 
remind us usually every now, comes from a then. 

#geometric #pattern #credenza #jamfactory 
#woodworking Pantea tags her latest instagram 
post, ‘playing with colour’.

“That’s it, Pantea” comments Creative Director of 
Furniture John Goulder. 

And he’s right, she’s got it. 

Since coming to the JamFactory last year, Pantea 
is now confident enough with her new found 
technical skills in woodworking to venture into 
new experiments for her designs. Her most 
recent endeavour shows her dipping into colour. 
Influences of Persian blue hues gradated through 
natural woods form sharp and intricate patterns 
in the 3D and geometric puzzles she is creating. 
These elaborate pieces are interestingly part of 
a more minimalist-style credenza piece she is 
working on. 

She also featured a geometric pattern in a set of 
twin side-tables completed last year. The marriage 
of leather and timber in a traditional cross-and-
star interlock is reminiscent of 13th Century 
Persian pattern work from Kashan city. This blend 
of cultures and styles, is becoming a signature 
for Pantea and this piece in particular is intended 
as one of her end of year exhibition pieces for 
Generate 2017.

Originally from Iran, Pantea was surrounded by a 
world where most people were encouraged into 
architecture or engineering degrees. There was 
little to no encouragement or facility, for furniture 
design and making. With an interest in studying 
design but also Italian language, she moved to Italy 
and completed a degree in Product / Furniture 
Design at Milan Polytechnic University in 2012 (with 
a healthy education in Italian also).  

After, she worked as a Junior Furniture designer 
for Italian/Iranian modern furniture manufacturing 
company, ITALFOAM. Here, she developed a strong 
knowledge in design and experience working with 
computer rendering programs RHINO and Auto 
Cad, however she still wanted more; wishing be 
able to physically make her designs. “There is little 
interest in small-batch, local design in Italy and 
Iran” she says “if you do not work designing for 
large production and big, well-known brands, it is 
a struggle to do something distinct”. There was 



not the same kind of interest she saw in Australia 
and New Zealand. “And Women in the workshop? 
Working on the tools?” she adds “in Iran, but even 
Italy…this was definitely not openly encouraged”. 

Pantea lights up as she talks about her love of 
Nordic and Danish style furniture. The first time 
she travelled to New Zealand, she says, she was 
highly impressed by the focus on locally made, 
one-off pieces and the elegance and simplicity 
of the Scandinavian design influence. Travelling 
to Australia, her eyes were opened to further 
possibilities of furniture design and making.

Stumbling upon JamFactory after a friend told 
her she must visit, she was blown away by the 
workshop facilities and the Associate Program, and 
even more so to be accepted into the program a 
few months later. In her first year here, and having 
little experience in making, there were definitely 
challenges. Learning the English names of many 
of the techniques and tools, was a whole new 
dictionary entirely. Through the help of her peers, 
she concentrated on making small objects to hone 
her skills on the machines and tools.  Her clock, 
chopping board and a bottle opener, all of which 
were accepted for the JamFactory retail shop were 
a significant achievement to her. 

She stresses that she has been highly appreciative 
of the room to experiment and push her design 
practice at JamFactory, citing in particular the 
opportunity to branch out into employing the skills 
of other studios in her practice too has been a 
once-only opportunity. 

With Denfair coming up in Melbourne this June, 
Pantea will exhibit alongside her fellow furniture 
studio Associates and tenants with one of her 
most experimental works to date. Encouraged 
to play with some more left-of-field ideas for 
this exhibit, the self-proclaimed ‘not-arty type’ 
has developed a Miro-esque non-functional side 
table. The anti-gravity concept utilises the talents 
of Lewis Batchelar in the Glass studio to make a 
bright-purple balloon form, and Christian Hall in 
the Metal Studio to make the steel pipe to hold it. 
She has also since collaborated with fellow 2nd 
year Ceramics Studio Associate Madelaine McDade 
to create a suspended light piece. 

Feeling fairly confident with the skills learnt 
so far in the 2-year Associate program, Pantea 
is currently working on her final work for the 
Generate 2017 exhibition. Looking ahead, she 
voices that her next big project would be to make 
a chair. She says with the 1000’s of beautiful 
chairs already out there, she sees it as the ultimate 
challenge of combining her making and designing 
skills to make something both ergonomically and 
aesthetically beautiful and original. 


